A detailed genetic map of the long arm of chromosome 11.
We describe 14 new restriction fragment length polymorphisms, corresponding to 13 loci on the long arm of chromosome 11. A detailed genetic map of chromosome 11q has been constructed from these and other loci (a total of 31 loci) typed in 59 reference families. The 23 most informative markers were selected to establish a map with a strongly supported order; regional localizations are provided for eight other markers. The loci span 88 cM in males and 148 cM in females and form a dense continuum on 11q. These ordered polymorphic markers will be of help in studying the genes responsible for several diseases that have been localized to this region, including genes responsible for multiple endocrine neoplasia type I (MEN1), ataxia telangiectasia (AT), tuberous sclerosis (TSC), and some forms of asthma and rhinitis.